Tarah DeSousa in Journalism
Melia Dunbar in Neurobiology plus English
Nate Hua in Chemistry
Ryan Kunkle in History
Elaine Mou in Biomedical Engineering
Ryan Pape in Psychology
Valerie Renkor in Chemical Engineering
Crystal Terman in Genetics and Biotechnology plus Psychology
Angela Wojtczak in Human Physiology

Sarah Blackwell in Microbiology plus German
Dan Burgdorf in Chemistry plus Physics
Ani Danelz in Speech and Hearing Science plus Psychology
Quinn Hejlik
Adam Ishola in Pre-Business plus Pre-Law
Allison Kindig in Industrial Engineering plus Pre-Medicine
Sarah Mayer in Human Physiology plus Pre-Medicine
Eric Mortensen in Civil Engineering
Kelsey Sheets in Pre-Medicine
Ella Wassweiler in Undeclared Engineering

Irfon Bahti in Biomathematics
Jennifer Brooke in Linguistics plus Music
Ryan Gean in Finance
Lucille Howard in Psychology plus Pre-Medicine
Tanzeh Kahn in Biomedical Engineering
Elizabeth Mello in International Studies plus Dance
Amelia Peacock in Theatre Arts plus English
Kristen Roehr in Business plus Art

Brittany Bruch in Pre-Pharmacy
Drake Edwards in Medical Physics plus Pre-Medicine
Alvin Pewa in Computer Science plus Pre-Medicine
Chelsea Stecher in Integrative Physiology plus Pre-Medicine
Mary Weber in Journalism and Communication plus Religious Studies with a minor in Photography
Elizabeth Weyer in Political Science plus Pre-Law
Meghan Young in Microbiology plus Pre-Medicine

Maria Drout in Physics and Astronomy
Minyuan Li in Chemistry plus Mathematics
Kristen Meylor in French plus Spanish
Sarita Patnaik in Arabic, French, plus Spanish
Sarah Raaii in Journalism and Mass Communication, Business, plus Pre-Law with a minor in Political Science
Mark Tucker in Physics plus Chemistry
Zhi Xiong in Journalism and Mass Communication, Spanish, plus Pre-Medicine
Julia Zalenski in International Studies

Erin Cavanaugh in Finance plus Political Science with a minor in Spanish
Natalie Ehalt in Spanish plus English
Robert Null in Applied Physics
Amy Rohlfing in Biochemistry with a minor in German
Saida Jaffar Shaikh in Pre-Pharmacy

Rhodes Dunlap Second Year • 2006-2013

Adam Ishola in Accounting plus Finance
Brett Karlan in Biology plus Philosophy
Allison Kindig in Industrial Engineering
Penelope Makeig in Vocal Performance
Sarah Mayer in Biochemistry
Thomas Myres in Electrical Engineering
Ella Wassweiler in Electrical Engineering

Sophie Amado in English
Madison Bennett in Undeclared Business
Jennifer Brooke in Linguistics plus Music
Sarah Ferree in Pre-Medicine
Megan Healy in Music
Tanzeh Kahn in Biomedical Engineering
Nick Kleese in English
Jenna Miller in International Studies plus Religious Studies
Eliana Parnas in Human Rights
Nicholas Rolston in Physics plus Mathematics

Ashley Kappenman in Health and Human Physiology plus Pre-Pharmacy
Alianna Knoll in Biomedical Engineering plus Pre-Medicine
Yifan Lai in Finance
Sarah Shires in Integrative Physiology plus Spanish
Kristen Spurrier in Mechanical Engineering
Fanglin Sun in Economics and Geography
Dylan Todd in Biology plus Statistics
2010
Suzanne Carter in Mathematics plus Physics
Natalie Deam in French plus Comparative Literature with a minor in Art
Jery Inbarasu in Integrative Physiology
Joseph Nellis in Neurobiology
Colleen Patton in Linguistics, French, plus Arabic
Jaime Pfeiffer in Nursing
Karthik Ramachandran in Chemical Engineering with minors in Chemistry plus Mathematics
Michael Zhang in Biochemistry plus Pre-Medicine with a minor in Spanish

2009
Alicia Maxwell in Physics and Astronomy plus Mathematics with a minor in Theatre Arts
David Naylor in Computer Science plus Mathematics with a minor in Spanish
Christopher Page in Political Science, Geography, plus Chinese
Gregory Pelc in Integrative Physiology plus Pre-Medicine
Courtney Tuegel in Biology plus Pre-Medicine with a minor in Art History
Rajiv Verma in Integrative Physiology with a minor in Spanish
Elizabeth Weyer in Political Science plus Pre-Law
Courtney Wilcox in Political Science plus International Studies with a minor in Spanish

2008
Thomas Heineman in Chemistry plus History
Suying Liu in Statistics with minors in Chemistry plus Business
Virginia MacCalmont in Political Science plus German with a minor in English
Molly Moser in Studio Art with a minor in Business Administration
Sarita Patnaik in Arabic, French, plus Spanish
Eric Reynolds in Integrative Physiology plus Pre-Medicine
Anna Schmitz in Integrative Physiology plus Pre-Medicine
Amber Shimek in Cell and Developmental Biology plus Pre-Dentistry
Zhi Xiong in Journalism and Mass Communication

2007
Christina Bunte in Finance plus Accounting
Megan Carney in Social Work plus Journalism and Mass Communication
Jamie Cecil in Chemical Engineering
Meredith DeBoom in Political Science plus International Studies with a minor in Economics
Ashley Haugo in Journalism and Mass Communication plus Integrative Physiology with a minor in Spanish
Olivia Meyers in History plus Pre-Law
David Nelms in Applied Physics plus Pre-Medicine
Cory Sanderson in English plus Religious Studies

2006
Stuart Breczinski in Music plus Mechanical Engineering
Andrew Ketterer in Philosophy, German, plus Pre-Medicine
Bryan Leppert in Biology plus Pre-Medicine
Kaitlin Pals in English
Sarah Porter in Political Science plus History with minors in Mathematics plus Music